
 

                     

THIS GOES WITH THAT MAY SPECIALS! 
COMBINATION LOOK  -  JUST A LITTLE CAN DO A LOT! 

Wrinkle Busters!  Special! $13 per unit - helps to eliminate fine lines that can make you look older and 
tired.  Mix it with Fillers and you can look younger and fresher! It is safe and effective. 

Fillers/Boosters! Special! $199 - $550 per mil - we have a range of Fillers & Boosters to help eliminate lines 
and increase hydration. Combine Muscle Relaxants with Fillers and you too can have this look - Fresher not 
over done! While stock lasts!      OUR MOTTO:  Safety First - Less is More 

LIPODISSOLVE Fat Dissolving Treatment!   Special! CHIN - $250! This treatment is fast, effective, and 
affordable. It has been an extremely popular treatment at this clinic for many years.  It dissolves stubborn 
fat on your chin, stomach, arms, buttocks, thighs and anywhere on the body (except ankles).   

Skin Resurfacing: Special! $199.00 (norm $399). No Pain, No Downtime! Lifts and tightens, eliminates dead 
layers of skin, and closes pores. Amazing Treatment, Amazing Price. 

Skin Tightening: Special! $199.00 (norm $399). No Pain, No Downtime! Lifts and tightens, eliminates fine 
lines, and closes unsightly pores. Another Amazing Treatment, Amazing Price. 

Acne/Vascular Treatments:  ABSOLUTE VALUE! $175.00 (norm $399). This wonderful treatment helps to 
eliminate vascular lesions and unsightly Acne or Veins on the face.  It also controls acne and closes pores, 
giving you a even tone and younger, healthier looking skin.  Utterly amazing laser treatment. 

Pigmentation/Melasma/Acne.  ABSOLUTE VALUE!   $175.00 (norm $399). The ultimate laser treatment for 
Pigmentation, Melasma, and Acne. Eradicates pigmentation. This Laser is the only treatment I know that 
eliminates Melasma and removes and controls Acne. It also helps to close pores and gives you a younger, 
fresher appearance. 

COMBINE TREATMENTS IN A SERIES OF LASER HAIR TREATMENTS - GIVING YOU MORE FOR YOUR 
MONEY! Our laser is a medical grade laser and 4 times stronger than any other laser. Eliminates hair 
permanently and virtually PAINLESS!   

FOR HER:  U/Arm = $25. Brazilian = $39. 1/2 legs = $75,  

U/Arm, Brazilian, 1/2 Legs = $129.00   

Lip & Chin - $89 

FOR HIM:  Full Back or Full Front = $110 or combine for $205. 

Free No Obligation Consultation.      Payment Plans Available! Conditions Apply!        

                                                    

 


